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Vacation Time Tax Reminders
We love a good vacation - taking one, hearing about them from our friends – it’s all good.
But, at times we wince at discovering the lack of understanding about what’s a legitimate
tax write-off for the great trip that included a business event or vacation home use. We
believe in helpful reminders and we have a few for you regarding your vacation related
decisions.
We recommend this short piece found in Yahoo/finance: How to Turn Your Vacation
Into a Tax Deduction. It begins, “Vacation budgets are down, and IRS audits are up. But
that doesn't mean combining a family vacation with business travel is a bad idea -- just
that you have to be careful and do it right.”…read the article >
For those fortunate enough to have a vacation home, you need to stay up to date on the
tax breaks and limitations associated with it. We like this article in HouseLogic on the
topic: Tax Deduction for Vacation Homes. It begins, “A vacation home offers a break
from the daily grind, but it can also offer a break from taxes. “…read the full article >
Like most tax-related matters, there are complexities that are best evaluated by the
experts you trust. Don’t hesitate to call on us to provide insights that may just make your
next vacation or vacation home decision a “tax win”.
We enjoy feedback so let us know if these tips are helpful. Contact Us.
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